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AZOV neo-Nazi soldiers in Ukraine (AP Images)

Who massacred the people of Bucha? Grisly photos and video footage of bodies in
mass graves and in the streets in Bucha have made this Ukrainian city (population
37,000) 23 miles northwest of Kyiv the new Ground Zero in the ongoing Russia-
Ukraine War.

Who perpetrated these atrocities? Before evidence could be rationally processed and
independently examined to answer this basic question, we were presented with a
manufactured “global consensus” on the matter. According to Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky, the Biden administration, the United Nations, and the Fake News
industrial complex, the verdict is already in: Russian troops carried out the horrific
atrocities, which reportedly included mass-murder of men, women, and children, as
well as torture, mutilation, beheadings, dismemberment, and rape.

“The world has already seen many war crimes, at different times, on different
continents,” said President Zelensky, in a video address on Sunday, April 3. “But it is
time to do everything possible to make the war crimes of the Russian military the last
manifestation of such evil on earth,” he said.

He spoke of “hundreds of people killed, tortured, executed civilians,” and charged there
were “bodies on the streets … booby-trapped area … even the bodies of the dead are
booby-trapped.”

“I want all the leaders of the Russian Federation to see how their orders are being
fulfilled,” Zelensky continued. “Such orders. Such a fulfillment. And joint responsibility.
For these murders, for these tortures, for these arms torn off by explosions that lie on
the streets. For shots in the back of the head of tied people. This is how the Russian
state will now be perceived. This is your image.” 

On April 5, Zelensky warned that the atrocities in Bucha may be surpassed by even
worse outrages in Borodyanka and other Ukrainian towns and villages. In his
emotionally charged video address to the United Nations, Zelensky accused Russian
troops of indiscriminately killing Ukrainian civilians “just for their pleasure.” “They shot
and killed women outside their houses when they just tried to call someone…. They
killed entire families, adults and children and they tried to burn the bodies,” Zelensky
said.

On April 7, the United Nations General Assembly voted by the required two-thirds of
members voting to adopt a resolution calling for Russia to be suspended from the
Human Rights Council. The ostensible cause for the move is the alleged Russian war
crimes in Ukraine, including the claims of the atrocities allegedly committed by Russian
troops against Ukrainian civilians in Bucha and elsewhere.

Russia’s Denials: Who’s Lying?

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov denounced the Bucha massacre charges as
“fake” in a statement carried by Russian news agency TASS on April 4. “The other day
another fake attack was carried out in the city of Bucha in the Kiev region after the
Russian servicemen left the area in accordance with the plans and agreements
reached,” the Russian Foreign Minister said. “A fake attack was staged there a few
days later, and it’s being fomented on all channels and social media by Ukrainian
representatives and their Western patrons.”

As to be expected, Lavrov’s statement and other similar denials from Russian
spokesmen have been dismissed out of hand by western officials and media as self-
serving Kremlin propaganda. Normally, that is not an unreasonable position,
particularly considering the fact that TASS, Pravda, Novosti, and other Russian media
are notorious state-controlled holdovers from the communist epoch  of the Soviet
Union. But there appear to be troubling facts that contradict the “Russia did it” narrative
of Zelensky, the U.S.-European Fake News opinion cartel, and other official and
unofficial operatives of the U.S. Deep State.

Various independent analysts have pointed out glaring holes and inconsistencies in the
prevailing narrative. In an April 4 column for Consortium News titled “Questions
Abound About Bucha Massacre,” for instance, reporter Joe Lauria noted troubling
problems with the Zelensky timeline on Bucha. All Russian forces left Bucha on
Wednesday, March 30, Lauria observes, citing agreement on this fact from all sides:
Russian and Ukrainian officials and western media observers.

The Russian departure, he says “was confirmed on Thursday by a smiling Anatolii
Fedoruk, the mayor of Bucha, in a video on the Bucha City Council official Facebook
page.” Lauria notes that the “translated post accompanying the video says: ‘March 31
– the day of the liberation of Bucha. This was announced by Bucha Mayor Anatolii
Fedoruk. This day will go down in the glorious history of Bucha and the entire Bucha
community as a day of liberation by the Armed Forces of Ukraine from the Russian
occupiers.’”

Lauria continues: “All of the Russian troops are gone and yet there is no mention of a
massacre. The beaming Fedoruk says it is a ‘glorious day’ in the history of Bucha,
which would hardly be the case if hundreds of dead civilians littered the streets around
Fedoruk.”

Jason Michael McCann of the Standpoint Zero blog similarly challenges the “Russians
did it” scenario based on the timeline and contrary evidence. He observes that “this is a
strange story,” pointing out:

There is no shortage of photographic evidence of the aftermath. No one
can dispute that hundreds of civilians have been butchered on the streets
of their towns. We can all see it. We know that this happened. Yet, from
the beginning of this conflict the media has stressed the point that this war
is going on in the ‘civilised world.’ Every moment of this is being caught on
camera by ordinary people. There is not a single piece of video footage of
this massive crime; not a single snapshot, social media update, text
message — nothing. The first anyone anywhere hears about this
disgraceful and very public crime is when it hits the papers. In Mariupol, a
city entirely surrounded by Russian forces, residents are using Skype to
contact news outlets in Greece. Even within the Russian occupied south
and east of the country ordinary citizens are filming what the Russians are
doing, and what the Ukrainian forces are doing to the Russians. From a
few miles north of Kyiv, however, during a horrific and sustained attack on
the civilian population, we have nothing but silence until the press breaks
the story. This is strange.

Zelensky’s Nazi SS: Azov Battalion in Bucha

McCann, who writes from a left-of-center perspective, notes that the strange silence
from Bucha residents about the atrocities certainly wasn’t because of lack of access to
the Internet and social media, since residents and the officials of the town council were
posting on social media throughout this time period. Also strange was the silence from
the media. McCann points out that the New York Times’ photojournalist Daniel
Berehulak was on the ground in Bucha accompanying the Azov Battalion, which along
with the Special Forces of the SAFARI Regiment, were the first Ukrainian units to enter
the town.

McCann further points out that on April 2, the fourth day after the Russians departed,
“Ekaterina Ukraintsiva, representing the town council authority, appeared on an
information video on the Bucha Live Telegram page wearing military fatigues and
seated in front of a Ukrainian flag to announce ‘the cleansing of the city.’”

McCann continues:

She informed residents that the arrival of the Azov battalion did not mean
that liberation was complete (but it was, the Russians had fully
withdrawn), and that a ‘complete sweep’ had to be performed. Before
signing off, she instructed residents to remain in their shelters and not to
go about the streets. Now, as an aside here, this message was shared on
social media. So, this does away with the idea that witnesses to the mass
killings said to have been committed by the Russians couldn’t
communicate with the outside world. They could, and we have lots of
evidence of online chatter from within Bucha during this period — only, we
have no evidence of a massacre.

McCann concludes that the savage massacre “sounds for all the world like reprisals”
against “saboteurs and accomplices” by the Azov Battalion, not atrocities perpetrated
by Russian troops.  This is not mere pro-Putin propaganda; the Azov Battalion has
been widely reported — by sources from across the political spectrum -— to be a full-
on Nazi, violent, white supremacist outfit (see here, here, here, and here).

In fact, over the past several years, left-wing Democrats in the U.S. Congress have
targeted the Azov Battalion for harsh criticism, calling on the U.S. government to
designate the organization as a terrorist group and campaigning to assure that no U.S.
weapons or funding for Ukraine would be funneled to Azov units.

“White supremacy and neo-Nazism are unacceptable and have no place in our world,”
Representative Ro Khanna (D-Calif.), an outspoken critic of providing lethal aid to
Ukraine, said in a statement to The Hill on March 27, 2018. “I am very pleased that the
recently passed omnibus prevents the U.S. from providing arms and training
assistance to the neo-Nazi Azov Battalion fighting in Ukraine.”

In 2019, Rep. Max Rose (D-N.Y.), the chairman of the Homeland Security
Subcommittee on Intelligence & Counterterrorism, led a letter from 40 members of
Congress urging Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to designate the Azov Battalion as a
terrorist organization. Even the UN’s Office of High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR), in a 2016 report, accused Azov members of rape, torture, and other forms
of sexual violence. In 2019, Facebook, under its Dangerous Individuals and
Organizations policy, banned praise for Azov, but recently reversed that policy stating:
“For the time being, we are making a narrow exception for praise of the Azov Regiment
strictly in the context of defending Ukraine, or in their role as part of the Ukraine
National Guard.” Wikipedia describes the Azov Battalion as “a neo-Nazi unit” and notes
the prominent use on Azov uniforms of the Nazi Wolfsangel insignia, which was the
symbol of Hitler’s feared SS troops.

Now, anyone who has lived through the last several years knows that when the usual
leftist agitators and their media allies subject some poor individual or organization to
pounding screams of “Nazi,” “fascist,” “racist,” and “white supremacist,” there’s a pretty
good chance the object of their venom simply disagrees with their Marxist/globalist
agenda. That doesn’t mean, however, that they are wrong every time they erupt in
frenzied fits of Nazi finger-pointing. After all, as the well-worn adage correctly avers:
Even a broken clock is right twice a day. And the evidence has been mounting for
many years that in the case of the Azov Battalion, the broken-clock leftists appear to
have hit on one of their “right” times.

Azov Battalion and the Deep State

Nevertheless, despite all the accumulating strikes against them, the Azov thugs
became the latest terrorist proteges of the Deep State. During the Obama
administration, the CIA and Department of Defense began showering the Azov
“patriots” with money, weapons, and training, even bringing them to the United States
for advanced schooling. And it continues today. (See, for instance, here, here, here,
and here.)

When it comes to sponsoring terrorists, the CIA’s Azov caper is not the Agency’s first
rodeo. As we have reported extensively over the years, during both Democrat and
Republican administrations, the American Deep State shadow government has
repeatedly backed the most murderous and anti-American terrorist thugs: al-Qaeda,
ISIS, Islamic Jihad, PLO, Hamas, Hezbollah, Kosovo Liberation Army, Supreme
Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq, Free Syrian Army, and more. (See here,
here, and here.)

Now the Biden-Pelosi Democrats and their corporate media cabal partners label
anyone who resists the war drums or questions the glaring discrepancies in their
Russia-Ukraine narrative of being “Putin propagandists” and “Russian agents.”
However, we would remind readers that, unlike the New York Times, Washington Post,
Associated Press, PBS, CNN, CBS, MSNBC, et al, — who celebrated Putin up until his
2014 invasion of Crimea — The New American has exposed and opposed Putin’s
deceits and designs for the past 22 years (see, for example, here and here, as well as
stories linked below this article).

Considering the Fake News lie machine’s unrelenting campaign of propaganda,
disinformation, indoctrination, censorship, and suppression over the past few years
(think anti-Trump Derangement Syndrome, BLM riots, COVID-19, Jussie Smollet, Nick
Sandmann and Covington Catholic boys, Hunter Biden’s laptop, Joe Biden’s Ukraine &
China deals, Biden’s mumbling and stumbling, Drag Queen Story Hour, LGBTQ-CRT
brainwashing, cancel culture, etc., ad infinitum), critical thinkers will pause and ask
questions before allowing themselves to be emotionally manipulated into rushing like
lemmings over the cliff into support for a new war and all that goes along with it:
massive bailouts, huge hikes in energy prices, hyper-inflationary government spending,
introduction of a central bank digital currency, policies that create food shortages, and
vast new restrictions on our freedoms.

The suffering of the victims in Ukraine is very real and very tragic, but sorting out the
facts and the truth amidst the chaos of competing propagandas and orchestrated
deception is very difficult. We would remind readers that the ruling regimes in Moscow
and Kyiv are both colossally corrupt and that we are not being offered a simple binary
choice between good and evil. Instead, we are being offered a choice between arsenic
or cyanide — and we should swallow neither one.

Related articles:

Biden, Davos, and Digital Currency

Putin: Defender of Christian Faith and Morality?

G20-Russian “Convergence”: Partnering With Putin’s Mafia State

Putin’s East vs. Globalist West: Merging Into a New World Order

Putin Recharged: What Now for Russia — and the World?

Putin’s Russia

Putin’s KGB/FSB Converging with New IMF Banking FSB

“Breathing Pixie Dust” Investing in Russia

Putin, poison, and murder: the case of KGB/FSB defector Alexander Litvinenko
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Tom Worley • 12 days ago

• Reply •

I quit believing anything the Ukrainians said when we saw the footage of a 'dead'
body pull his body bag back over himself when the wind blew it off.

 13△ ▽

Tired-2  • 12 days ago

• Reply •

> Tom Worley

Or the "news footage" made with video game jets.
 4△ ▽

tropicgirl  • 12 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Tom Worley

Echoes from Syria... The Russians were the only ones fighting ISIS.

And as for the train station... the Ukrainians are the only ones trying to
prevent people from leaving, already documented by eyewitnesses...

Even the EU doesn't believe them.
 6△  ▽ 1

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> tropicgirl

I'm sure the EU would be surprised to learn that.
△  ▽ 1

James White • 13 days ago

• Reply •
Mr. Jasper writes like he OWNS IT! good job!
 7△  ▽ 1

beeohdee  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> James White

Ditto!
△ ▽

Sea Wanderer • 13 days ago

• Reply •

When the Russians withdrew the Mayor of Bucha celebrated: the orcs are gone
he did not mention any atrocity. Some days later dead bodies appeared. UKR
nazis executed supposed Russian collaborators and positioned on the road to
blame Russia.
 7△  ▽ 1

bradmichaeltankersley • 13 days ago • edited

• Reply •

I've said from the beginning, after a couple of days of CBS trying to convince us
this was real, that this is a fake war and Zelensky is the bad guy, trying to draw
the US into doing his dirty work. Putin is NOT the bad guy here. If you think about
it, we have had peace with Russia for several decades now and we can blame
Putin for that. I think he also has the goods on the Obama/Biden Crime Empire,
and if would just start releasing it, the real truth will be revealed. I can't believe the
sheeple can't see thru this. I am NOT saying people are NOT being hurt and
killed. BUT, it's their own leader and his cronies doing the killing.
 9△  ▽ 2

JB Shield  • 12 days ago

• Reply •

> bradmichaeltankersley

I am also curious as to why we are incessantly told by the establishment
run MSM that Putin is a mad man with his hair trigger finger on the nuke
button so we try to make him angrier with sanctions?

It's gotten to the point that the establishment run MSM can't even keep
the story coherent.
 5△ ▽

Chuck Schick  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> bradmichaeltankersley

Congratulations. You are an ally to Russian murderers.
 2△  ▽ 9

Seriously  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> Chuck Schick

Congrats. You are a MSM stooge and useful idiot ...
 5△  ▽ 1

Chuck Schick  • 12 days ago

• Reply •

> Seriously

Congrats, you're a traitor on the side of autocracy
 1△  ▽ 6

@MJW  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Chuck Schick

you're the traitor, allied with Nazis who our grandfathers
fought.
 2△  ▽ 1

Chuck Schick  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> @MJW

Project much traitor-boy? Go back tot he Gateway-Traitor. It
suits you.
△ ▽

@MJW  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Chuck Schick

Oh, here’s the Kiev cash cow, who supports Nazis calling
people ‘traitor’.
Don’t you have a city to burn or a mom and pop shop to
loot?
 1△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Chuck Schick  • 12 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

You are either a paid Russian troll or a traitor to America.
Which is it?
 2△  ▽ 6

@MJW  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Chuck Schick

You're a paid Kiev Cash cow
 2△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Seriously  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

Sorry, but this predates Rand's 2019 'study'. It all started in
1994 but then Obama/Biden/NATO/EU got involved in 2014.
This was was forced to happen ... Watch 'Ukraine on Fire'
for a better understanding ... on rumble. Youtube banned it.
 3△ ▽
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tropicgirl • 12 days ago

• Reply •

"From spreading no-evidence claims to outright lying, all is fair to 'get inside
Putin’s head', apparently. NBC News has a new report out citing multiple
anonymous US officials, humorously titled "In a break with the past, U.S. is using
intel to fight an info war with Russia, even when the intel isn't rock solid." The
officials say the Biden administration has been rapidly pushing out "intelligence"
about Russia's plans in Ukraine that is "low-confidence" or "based more on
analysis than hard evidence", or even just plain false, in order to fight an
information war against Putin. The report says that toward this end the US
government has deliberately circulated false or poorly evidenced claims about
impending chemical weapons attacks, about Russian plans to orchestrate a false
flag attack in the Donbass to justify an invasion, about Putin's advisors
misinforming him, and about Russia seeking arms supplies from China..."
 3△ ▽

David Hicks • 12 days ago

• Reply •

I can't trust the Russians I can't trust the ukrainians and I can't trust the Biden
administration and especially not our mainstream media. We're kind of in the dark
on what's really going on over there.
 3△ ▽

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> David Hicks

Almost everything coming out of Russia is a lie. What I have been able to
verify of what is coming out of Ukraine has been fairly accurate. Even so, I
don't put anything coming out of Ukraine in the "truth" category unless it
can be verified independently. Russia continues to be as opaque as the
USSR, while Ukraine is quite open.
△  ▽ 1

Seriously • 13 days ago

• Reply •

What was done to these folks was done by Ukrainians before. This is their history
repeating. The NAZIs are no different than Germany's NAZIs. Azov is one horrible
group. A group that Putin was trying to get rid of. A group that Zele invited to join
the 'war'. A group he can not control.
 3△ ▽

Coal_Gasification  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Seriously

Azov was there since the beginning of Ukrainian coup in 2014. At the time
thought is very strange why they supported the Jewish govt officials
installed in Ukraine at the time to this day. First time Jews (including
Zelensky), US, Jewish organizations support a neo-nazi org such as Azov.
 1△ ▽

@MJW  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Coal_Gasification

I dont think its strange at all.
Im a J ew and I totally understand a lot of my peeps are half
crocked.
 1△ ▽

Chuck Schick  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> @MJW

You're a traitor regardless of how you identify.
△ ▽

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Coal_Gasification

There was no coup in Ukraine. That is simply more of Putin's
fabulism which you have swallowed uncritically.
△  ▽ 2

tex52 • 12 days ago • edited

• Reply •

That the Russians perpetrated this atrocity does not pass the smell test !
Whosomever is doing the most & loudest squawking is most likely the perp!!
Excellent article, Mr. Jasper!
 4△  ▽ 1

Roopods6 • 13 days ago

• Reply •

The signature of the Ukrainian neonazis is the same as it has been for the last
eight years. Only their willingly ignorant sycophantic cheerleaders stand with
Zelensky. CUI BONO? Zelensky and his goons, that's who. Murdering civilians is
what Zelensky and his genocidal neonazi buddies have been doing since 2014.
The same type of rabble rousers we saw in Germany in the 1930s, and virtually
the same people funding and selling them weapons to destroy themselves with.
 5△  ▽ 2

Roopods6  • 12 days ago

• Reply •

> Roopods6

The leader of the EU even pressed Zelensky for "evidence" who
committed such atrocities. The only evidence will be that it was Ukrainian
OTR-21 Tochka or SS-21 Scarab solid-fueled battlefield short-range
ballistic missiles, transported and launched by BAZ-5921 6×6 mobile
launcher vehicles. You know the kind they've been hiding in civilian
shopping malls, and other locations within Ukrainian civilian population
centers. CUI BONO, who benefits from such atrocities? Zelensky and his
neonazi militias, that's who. He's right now hurriedly trying to cash in
before the truth comes out. Not like we've ever seen such atrocities
already being committed by Zelensky's forces against Russian soldiers as
well as Ukrainians who don't support his genocidal policies.
Congratulations for being on the wrong side of history.
 1△ ▽

Seriously • 12 days ago

• Reply •

Ukraine did this to gin up sympathy to get the west to fight the war for them.
Specifically the U.S. since NATO, esp. the fighting forces, are mostly U.S. Azov
Battalion has a history of doing this. Watch: Ukraine on Fire from 2016 for more
insight to Ukraine's decades old issues ... Russian gains NOTHING from doing
this but Zelensky and Azov do ...
 3△  ▽ 1

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Seriously

"Ukraine on Fire" is little more than Russian propaganda. You need to learn
what Russia's plans for the populace of Ukraine are. They are far from
sweetness and light.

A book, “What Russia should do to Ukraine” was written by Russian
ideologist and political campaigner Timafey Sergeyev. What it proposes,
and Putin appears to be following it, is genocide of Ukraine. All the whining
about genocide committed by Ukrainians in the Donbas is nothing more
than an attempt to deflect attention from what he is trying to do in Ukraine.
Bucha (and many other places), and the Kramatorsk rail station attack, are
the sorts of thing the book proposes be done to Ukraine.

One does not to have engage in fabulism as Putin and you on here that
support him, does. His regime has published their intentions, and the
Russian military is carrying those intentions out.
△  ▽ 2

Roscoe • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Russian trolls trying to sow the seeds of false flag operations I see! Use your eyes
on the total destruction of buildings and the destruction of Russian military
vehicles. Russia is getting its keister kicked in what was supposed to be a walk
on victory. I am sure that there is dirty dealing on both sides BUT Russia is a war
criminal not Ukraine.
 2△  ▽ 1

@MJW • 3 days ago

• Reply •

ANYONE can go and watch McCain fomenting a revolution in 2014, Kiev to
understand why we are where we're at now.
 1△ ▽

Falcon • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Azov are indeed neo nazi terrorists for real . The hate Ukrainians , Russians , Jews
, and all those who oppose Kiev current regime that was set by the US backed
coup in 2014 .
 1△  ▽ 1

Roopods6  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Falcon

"We're already in World War 3. We are already in conflict that extends so
far beyond Ukraine, actually, even within the context of Western Europe
but we've clearly been pretty much at war in space, uh below the surface
of the oceans, submarine warfare between super powers, uh, I'd even say
this has been happening for at least four years, [since 2019] and it's spilled
over into public view on the ground, uh, but we don't "frame" it that way."
~ Philippa "Pippa" Malmgren's statement at the 2022 World Government
Summit in Dubai.

"French reporter returning from Ukraine "Americans are directly in charge
of the war on the ground." - 3:13 PM · Apr 11, 2022 -
https://twitter.com/antiwar...
 2△ ▽

Roopods6  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Roopods6

"Boris Johnson's visit to kyiv confirms London's place as Ukraine's
first ally. "Elite SAS special forces units have been present in
Ukraine since the beginning of the war, as have the American
Deltas," confides a French intelligence source. - The Russians don't
ignore it, they know what the secret war is," adds the source." -
11:31 AM - Apri 9, 2022 - https://twitter.com/Malbrun...
△ ▽

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Roopods6

Twitter is never a reliable source.
△ ▽

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Roopods6

Anyone citing Twitter on anything lost the argument before it began.
The US is not in charge of the "war on the ground." That is simply
some idiot's imagination.
△  ▽ 1

oldloggerak • 10 days ago

• Reply •

This is all fake News because Russia will not be part of the One world
Government, digital currency or EU controlled resources of EU member states.
△ ▽

MajorTom • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Who to trust? Remember the Katyn Forest Massacre?
△ ▽

Quartermaster  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> MajorTom

Which Putin admitted was done by the USSR. Putin is operating in that
tradition.
△  ▽ 1

Nancy Bryson • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Masterful piece by Mr. Jasper.
△ ▽

Coal_Gasification • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Yep, something seems very strange. A number of the murdered civilians had
White armbands which signify allegiance with Russian side. The other weird event
is the train station attack - there were a concentration of some burned out cars
(with open hoods and trunks for effect) right in front of station....appears only a
couple of station windows were broken, remarkably the brickwork seemed
unscathed. I suspect the only war criminal is shameful Zelensky.
△ ▽

JB Shield • 12 days ago

• Reply •

It would be a good opportunity for extremists to stoke the fires of anger. It would
also be used as an excuse for the UN to "step in and take control".
△ ▽

Falcon • 12 days ago

• Reply •
No doubt , bloody hell by the Azov .
△ ▽

REMant • 11 days ago

• Reply •

The Ukrainian fascists have been killing Russians for some time, which is why
Russia is there now. It would be useful to ascertain whether those killed in Bucha,
etc were ethnic Russians. Also the fascists have been known to kill their own to
advance their cause.
△  ▽ 1

Michael Skaggs • 13 days ago

• Reply •

The New Soviet Union and it's Red Army. Guilty as charged. Send them to hell as
they richly deserve it.
△  ▽ 3

John Jay  • 13 days ago

• Reply •

> Michael Skaggs

Maybe the Bucha atrocity was done by the Russians. Maybe it was done
by Azov. But thank you for pointing this out. I know some people may not
like to hear this, but if you support Zelensky uncritically you are sheep of a
large herd, and if you support Putin you are sheep of a smaller herd, but a
herd that is a bit more unusual. That's because the sheep of the larger
herd, we know from covid what to expect of them. But conservatives
supporting Russian tanks going into a sovereign country flying the Soviet
flag, and supporting Reds in the Donbas that take group photos before
large posters of Che Guevara? Now that's a new one. And that means they
are sheep of a smaller herd. And I'm one who has been multiple times to
Kiev and Moscow.
 4△ ▽
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